NAMING/DONOR “BRICK” LOCATION

The small grass area west of Pioneer was approved as a location for the brick pattern that will begin with approximately 200 bricks. Brick pricing, as well as a proposed location for Petaluma, will be reviewed at a future meeting.

CALIFORNIA UNIFORM PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION COST ACCOUNTING (CUPCCA)

A review was provided on the CUPCCA (pronounced cup-kah) annual process and contractor prequalification list. With the revised and new process of outreach, success was demonstrated with the contractors who responded for prequalification almost tripling last year’s submission with close to half of the contractors coming from Sonoma County.

1700/1710 MENDOCINO AVENUE

A follow-up on the 2-story 1710 Mendocino Avenue structure cost evaluation for re-use that meets Field Act requirements was estimated at $730,000. Facilities was approved to proceed on the lot conversion project.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT MODULAR

Proposed layout for the District’s much needed Professional Development space was shared, with the modular location between the Button Building and the Miller House for graphics.

DISTRICT PROJECT UPDATES

Other projects include the review and approval to proceed with the investigation of a digital sign at Armory Drive with an approximate size of the current banner on the Button Building.